
Nr. Question Reasoning
1 Have users given permission to process data and know that it is 

necessary for the purpose for which the app is used?
Art. 6 GDPR Lawfulness of processing

2 Which categories of personal data do you process? Depending on the categories of personal data processed different GDPR provisions apply
3 Do you use content data for further processing? According to Recital 50 The processing of personal data for purposes other than those for which the personal data 

were initially collected should be allowed only where the processing is compatible with the purposes for which the 
personal data were initially collected. Possible criminal acts or threats to public security by the controller and 
transmitting the relevant personal data in individual cases or in several cases relating to the same criminal act or 
threats to public security to a competent authority should be regarded as being in the legitimate interest pursued by the 
controller. Such transmission in the legitimate interest of the controller or further processing of personal data should be 
prohibited if the processing is not compatible with a legal, professional or other binding obligation of secrecy.

4 Do you provide information to your users about how all data is 
processed by you?

Article 13 GDPR data controllers must provide data subjects with sufficient information about the processing

5 Do you provide information to your users about any other purposes of 
data processing than for the original purposes?

Under Art. 13 GDPR . 3: Where the controller intends to further process the personal data for a purpose other than that 
for which the personal data were collected, the controller shall provide the data subject prior to that further processing 
with information on that other purpose and with any relevant further information as referred to in paragraph 2.

6 Can the user easily view his / her data? Art. 2 GDPR  This Regulation protects fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons and in particular their right 
to the protection of personal data.

7 Have you appointed a DPO (Data Protection Officer)? Art. 37 GDPR requires data controllers to appoint a DPO when certain conditions are met
8 Have you duly authorised your employees to process personal data? Under Art. 29 GDPR any person acting under the authority of the controller has to be instructed to process personal 

data
9 Have you duly regulated your relation with data processors through a 

Data Processing Agreement, a Data Pro Code, or a Data Pro 
Statement?

Under Art. 28 GDPR processing by a processor shall be governed by a contract or other legal act. A data processing 
agreement (DPA) is a legally binding document to be entered into between the controller and the processor in writing or 
in electronic form. It regulates the particularities of data processing – such as its scope and purpose – as well as the 
relationship between the controller and the processor.

10 Please select which data subject rights mentioned below you are able to 
comply with. 

The GDPR provides the following rights for individuals: Right to be informed, right of access, right to rectification, right 
to erasure, right to restrict processing, right to data portability, right to object, and rights in relation to automated 
decision making and profiling.

11 How do you inform end-users when making changes to privacy policy, 
or to how collect, use or disclose personal information.

APP 8 imposes specific obligations about sending personal information (https://www.oaic.gov.au/privacy/guidance-and-
advice/mobile-privacy-a-better-practice-guide-for-mobile-app-developers/)

12 Do you have procedures in place to take action on requests or 
complaints from users about damage or influence that violate their rights 
(eg Helpdesk, dedicated email boxes)?

Data subjects are entitled of several rights (identified by Artt. 15-22 GDPR) in relation to the processing of their 
personal data

13 Can the user withdraw consent in the same way that it was given? https://www.privacy-regulation.eu/en/article-7-conditions-for- permission-EU-AVG.htm https://www.thuiswinkel.
org/companies/belangenbehartiging/privacy/al GENERAL-regulation- data protection /permission

14 What different personal aspects do you use for the functioning of your 
App in the data processing of your users?

Recital 71 - The data subject should have the right not to be subject to a decision, which may include a measure 
evaluating the personal aspects concerning him or her based solely on automated processing and legal implications for 
him or have significant or similar significant influence on him or her, such as automatic online credit refusal or e-
recruiting practices without human intervention.

15 Do you use user data to analyze, evaluate, predict and / or profile 
personal aspects with automated decision-making techniques?

Article 22, recital 71 GDPR states that processing includes 'profiling' consisting of any form of automated processing of 
personal data that evaluates the personal aspects related to a natural person, in particular to analyze or predict aspects 
related to the performance of the data subject at work, economic situation, health, personal preferences or interests, 
reliability or behavior, location or movements, when it has legal consequences for him or her or similarly significantly 
affects him or her.

16 What steps do you take to ensure that the data is processed lawfully, 
fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the data subject?

According to GDPR general principles (Art. 5 GDPR) personal data shall be processed lawfully, fairly and in a 
trasparent manner



17 Have you carried out any DPIA (Privacy Impact Assessments (PIAs) & 
Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIAs)?

Under Art. 35 GDPR data controllers have to carry out a DPIA when a type of processing is likely to result in a high risk 
to data subjects' rights

18 Are appropriate technical and organizational measures taken to ensure 
and demonstrate that the processing is in accordance with the GDPR?

Art. 24 GDPR Taking into account the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing as well as the risks of varying 
likelihood and severity for the rights and freedoms of natural persons, the controller shall implement appropriate 
technical and organisational measures to ensure and to be able to demonstrate that processing is performed in 
accordance with this Regulation. Those measures shall be reviewed and updated where necessary.

19 Do you process personal data on a large scale? (more then 5000 
persons)

The processing activity can be considered to be large scale, if: i) The processing activity is global; ii) The processing 
activity concerns a large number of individuals; or iii) Large volume of personal data is processed.

20 How long do you retain user's personal data, after last use? According to the principle of storage limitation, personal data shall be stored no longer than is necessary fo the 
purposes for which they are processed

21 What do you do with the data once it is no longer needed for the 
purpose for which it was obtained or after the retention period has 
expired?

Data retention is a pivotal part of EU data protection. Under the principle of storage limitation, data should not be 
retained longer than it is necessary. 

22 When deleting data of a user, is the metadata also removed? Metadata describes other data. It provides information about a certain item's content. For example, an image may 
include metadata that describes how large the picture is, the color depth, the image resolution, when the image was 
created, and other data. A text document's metadata may contain information about how long the document is, who the 
author is, when the document was written, and a short summary of the document.

23 Is your organization responsible for the processing, management and 
storage of the data?

Art. 28 GDPR The processor shall not engage another processor without prior specific or general written authorisation 
of the controller. In the case of general written authorisation, the processor shall inform the controller of any intended 
changes concerning the addition or replacement of other processors, thereby giving the controller the opportunity to 
object to such changes.

24 If you transfer the personal data to third parties, are the transfers within 
EU or outside EU?

Chapter V GDPR identifies the measures to be adopted for the transfer of personal data to third contries or 
international organizations

25 Is any personal data disclosed to or accessible by any third parties 
outside your entity?

EU data protection rules apply to the European Economic Area (EEA), which includes all EU countries and non-EU 
countries Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. When personal data is transferred outside the EEA, special safeguards 
are foreseen to ensure that the protection travels with the data.

26 Is the user's personal information visible to other users of the app? Right to privacy
27 Are the user's messages / posts visible to other users? Right to privacy
28 Where is the user’s data stored? https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/the-safest-place-to-store-your-data-1.854465
29 At Cloud Storage. What type of service do you offer? Cloud security includes the ecosystem of people, processes, policies, and technology that protect data and applications 

that operate in the cloud. 
30 In what format do you store the data? Storing data in plain text is vulnerable to data breaches and is not considered safe.
31 Do you use scramble techniques for encrypting? SHA-3 (Secure Hash Algorithm 3) is the latest member of the Secure Hash Algorithm family of standards, released by 

NIST on August 5, 2015.[4][5] Although part of the same series of standards, SHA-3 is internally different from the 
MD5-like structure of SHA-1 and SHA-2.

32 How often has a data breach occurred in your organization in the past 5 
years?

Insights data breaches 

33 Is your app certified for ISO/IEC-25000? International software quality certification
34 What security measures have you taken regarding data processing? Under Art. 32 GDPR data processors must ensure an adequate protection of processed personal data by adopting 

adequate measures
35 What categories of geolocation data do you store? Value Added Service is “any service which requires the processing of traffic data or location data beyond that which is 

necessary for the transmission of a communication or the billing in respect of that communication”. Traffic Data coupled 
with Location Data can be intrusive to one's privacy as it can lead to detailed whereabouts of the data subject.

36 What steps have you taken to ensure that the data is accurate and up-
to-date?

According to 5(d) GDPR The accuracy of personal data is integral to data protection. The GDPR states that “every 
reasonable step must be taken” to erase or rectify data that is inaccurate or incomplete.

37 How often per year do you test the security of your app and make 
adjustments if necessary?

Under Art. 32 GDPR a process for regularly testing, assessing and evaluating the effectiveness of technical and 
organisational measures for ensuring the security of the processing.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/the-safest-place-to-store-your-data-1.854465


38 Does your developmentteam use a password policy? Part of Art. 32 code of conduct
39 Which of the following principles applies to how privacy by design is 

implemented in your organization?
The literal translation of privacy by design is: data protection by design. The idea is to enforce careful handling of 
personal data at an early stage, both technically and organisationally. It means that attention must already be paid to 
privacy when developing products and services. Particularly with ICT products and services, it is important that privacy-
enhancing measures (also known as privacy enhancing technologies or PET) are used in the development process.

40 Are the algorithms used by you on your App developed in a predictable 
and verifiable manner?

The algorithms are developed on the basis of numerous factors like age, nationality and sex which might create a bias 
towards the data subjects. The algorithms should explian the coding rules and its development in a predictible and 
verifiable manner.

41 Are you asking the user for permission to use sensors on the user's 
smartphone?

Privacy security

42 Do you (automatically) analyze server (security) logs? AI predictive policing refers to the ability to predict where crimes will occur, the individuals who will commit them, the 
types of crime, and who the victims will be.

43 Do you install cookies on user's devices? Third Party, Persistent and Profiling cookies are not mandatory for the functioning of the application/website. Thus the 
data subject/user must have an option to deny these cookeis.

44 Which protocol do you use between the app and the server? It is necessary app development companies to replace HTTP with its encrypted version, i.e, HTTPS. Based on 
TLS/SSL asymmetric cryptography, HTTPS enables developers to add a high amount of security to the data being 
transferred. But this is possible only when you implement the HTTPS connectivity in the right way.

45 Does your application use logs with changes and updates on the device 
the app is running on?

The best method to prevent data leakage in this scenario is to ensure that your Android mobile application does not use 
these logs

46 How do you protect against data caching? However, this technique can also be one of the culprits behind data leakage in your Android application. So, it is again 
important for app developers to consider setting appropriate input types, block auto-caching and prevent copying of 
content to the clipboard without acknowledgement from the user.

47 Do you use third party tracking tools like FB pixels, Google analytics 
and others?

This means inapp activities are likely to be monitored by the 3rd parties and to what extent?

48 Can you provide 99,97% uptime and service guarantee? Due to huge traffic from some apps, are clients able to own or use multiple servers so that the information required will 
always be available?

49 Has your application been tested and functional on low bandwidth? (2G) Thanks to various connection options, can you function with the least connectivity?
50 Has a bug hunting ever been conducted to see if your data can be 

hacked? If yes how long ago
Insights hack security

51 How frequently is your app updated? Regular updation and fixing of issues shows the developer's commintment to enhance the application and improve 
user's experience.

52 How do you prevent reverse engineering? Code obfuscation is the technique of making the source code of an application difficult to read and comprehend so it 
becomes almost impossible for any unauthorized third-party group or individual, using any available tools, to reverse 
engineer it

53 Have third party components, that use external communication been 
used in your software?

Third party software is at risk.

54 Which tests did you perform to guarantee the security of the app during 
development?

Official security test procedures

55 Do users have to identify themselves when logging in and where is the 
authentication stored?

Multi-factor authentication requires more information than a username and password combination to validate 
authorization with confidence.

56 Do you validate inputs of the users? Input validation, also known as data validation, is the proper testing of any input supplied by a user or application. Input 
validation prevents improperly formed data from entering an information system. Because it is difficult to detect a 
malicious user who is trying to attack software, applications should check and validate all input entered into a system. 
Input validation should occur when data is received from an external party, especially if the data is from untrusted 
sources. Incorrect input validation can lead to injection attacks, memory leakage, and compromised systems.

57 Do you use any advertising agency plugin on your application/website to 
deliver tailor made advertisements to your users?

According to Recital 47 GDPR, processing of personal data for direct marketing purposes may be regarded as carried 
out for a legitimate purpose. But mainly companies fail the balancing test.

58 Are you able to measure users abandonment rate per month? When people install an app but don't use it over a period of time or after using it for a while, they uninstall/abandon



59 Does your App look and function similarly across multiple platforms like 
iOS, android and windows? 

cross platform functionalities

60 How do you describe the navigation in your App? This means how easy is it for users to navigate within the app, are the buttons easy to understand, are they the 
conventional icons or unconventional

61 What data do you use for the functionality and ethetics of your app? Data protection for unauthorized use of other data from a data carrier
62 In which languages is your app available? Do you develop in multiple languages or you rely on translations into the devices' language?
63 Is a supportdesk/helpdesk available? When there are issues with the use of the Apps, what is the number of human resource available to help?
64 How can a user send issues with your App? Notification possibilities
65 How long is your App in use? Continuity
66 How many active users does your App have? Picture of the size
67 Have end-users had a say in the design of this app? Human centered design
68 How does the process go when a user reports an incident? proces reliability
69 Is the GPS location data shared with local government /  law 

enforcement agencies?
This is an advantage to be able to be on site faster and possibly to address other sensors

70 Can other users see the notification of a user? for example, if the I have just installed a new app in my device, will other sders know, will they get a notification for 
example, if any of my contacts join I get a notification after they join.

71 Does the user receive a message that his report has arrived correctly? Gives reliable feeling
72 Does the user receive a message that his report has been processed? Gives reliable feeling
73 Can users enter an emotional dimension in a report or message? Dylan Roskams-Edris warns about the habit forming and addictive capacities of smartphone apps and explains the 

need for an ethics of apps. recommendations of Tristan Harris.
74 Does your app deal with vulnerable population or sensitive topics? Vulnerable individuals are, for example, children, elderly, disabled, employees, illiterate and asylum seekers.
75 Does your app monitor and record the behaviour of the user? In order to determine whether a processing activity can be considered to monitor the behaviour of data subjects, it 

should be ascertained whether natural persons are tracked on the internet including potential subsequent use of 
personal data processing techniques which consist of profiling a natural person, particularly in order to take decisions 
concerning her or him or for analysing or predicting her or his personal preferences, behaviours and attitudes.

76 Can users give their opinion in the app about certain topics or about 
other users?

Dylan Roskams-Edris warns about the habit forming and addictive capacities of smartphone apps and explains the 
need for an ethics of apps.

77 Is the personal data used for profiling individuals or to score them on a 
scale?

Profiling analyses aspects of an individual’s personality, behaviour, interests and habits to make predictions or 
decisions about them. You are carrying out profiling if you: collect and analyse personal data on a large scale, using 
algorithms, AI or machine-learning; identify associations to build links between different behaviours and attributes; 
create profiles that you apply to individuals; or predict individuals’ behaviour based on their assigned profiles.

78 Will the processing activity include a systematic and extensive 
evaluation of personal aspects based on automated decision-making?

Automated decision making means that there is no involvement of any human in the decision. These decisions can be 
based on factual data, as well as on digitally created profiles or inferred data. An online decision to award a loan is an 
example of automated decision making. Automated decision-making often involves profiling, but it does not have to.

79 Is your App linked (automatically) to a news site or social media Right to Privacy
80 Do you do financial business with the data? It seems not ethical but a revenue model for the app developper is of course possible.
81 What steps are you taking to ensure that the data is processed in a 

transparent manner? Indicate all that apply.
Any processing of personal data should be lawful, fair, and transparent. It should be clear and transparent to individuals 
that personal data concerning them are collected, used, consulted or otherwise processed, and to what extent the 
personal data are, or will be, processed. The right to be informed, under Articles 13 and 14 GDPR, is a key part of any 
organisations obligations to be transparent.

82 How often do you conduct a satisfaction survey among your users? Forbes - research commitment of the company
83 What privacy matters do you have contact with the user when using the 

app?
Interactivity between supplier and customer can lay a foundation in trust.

84 What do you do after a breach of privacy? Art. 33 GDPR Reporting of a personal data breach to the supervisory authority



85 Have you developed your App using the "Hooked" method? see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iw1x0zos8Jo
86 How many times do you review whether the data if it still relevant as 

your product progresses?
Be agile and iterative

87 How can you describe your organisation related to the app / IOT 
device?

Justification

88 What kind of organisation are you: Imaging
89 How many employees has your organisation? Large seems to provide more continuity
90 Do you use integrity tests for pre-employment screening? Art. 32 GDPR organisational measurements
91 Is your work environments free from unlawful discrimination, 

harassment or violence?
The principles of equality and non-discrimination are part of the foundations of the rule of law. As Member States noted 
in the Declaration of the High-Level Meeting on the Rule of Law, “all persons, institutions and entities, public and 
private, including the State itself, are accountable to just, fair and equitable laws and are entitled without any 
discrimination to equal protection of the law”

92 Has your organisation developed and marketed multiple apps? Imaging
93 What is the app's revenue model? Provides an indication of the purity of the business model
94 How does this app / IOT device contribute to your turnover? Image of dependence
95 Is the source code of your app placed with a neutral authority to ensure 

that if something happens to your company, the app can be used 
further?

Continuity

96 Does your organization have this ISO certification? Quality, Environment, security
97 What actions do you take to prevent corruption? https://knowledgehub.transparency.org/assets/uploads/helpdesk/The-relationship-between-business-integrity-and-

commercial-success_2018.pdf  and   https://www.compliance-instituut.nl/wp-content/uploads/Corporate-Governance-
Business-Integrity-2015.pdf

98 Does your organization follow the guidelines and take the right actions 
to the United Nations Human Rights Program? (no slavery, no child 
labor)

https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/human-rights/

99 Do you have policies to reduce and/or offset CO2 emissions? The commitment to be environmental friendly may impact on the trustability of the developer
100 How does your organisation indicate good employership / citizenschip? A good employer is a plus in the proper functioning of a team

https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/human-rights/

